Abstract: This paper explores four kinds of semantic knowledge to improve keyword-based Web search, including thesauruses, categories, ontologies, and social annotations. These heterogeneous semantic knowledge represent meanings of Web information, thus they can be used to improve search results in respect of semantic relevance. Currently, different semantic search paradigms have been developed for different kind of semantic knowledge respectively. However, how to make the most of all heterogeneous semantic knowledge to optimize Web search is still a big challenge in practice. To these ends, this paper proposes an integrated semantic search mechanism to incorporate textual information and keyword search with heterogeneous semantic knowledge and semantic search. Experiments show that the proposed mechanism effectively integrates heterogeneous semantic knowledge to improve Web search.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, search engines have been heavily relied on to retrieve information on the Web. Relevance ranking is vital to Web search paradigms, according to which potentially related Web documents with respect to the user's query are retrieved and ordered. As keyword-based Web search does not guarantee relevance in meanings, semantic search has recently attracted enormous and growing research focuses [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Heterogeneous semantic models have been introduced to represent the knowledge of interpreting the semantics of Web information and adopted for semantic search. Latent semantic models are induced from statistics of terms in documents, and used for semantic similarity computing [6] . Thesauruses (e.g. WordNet 1 ) provide explanations of words and phrases as well as their synonyms and antonyms, which can be used for query expansion [7] , similarity computing [8] , etc. Categories (e.g. ODP 2 ) include manually created classifications of Web documents according to their contents, with which to support category search. Ontologies [9] are manually formalized with commonly recognized knowledge in a certain domain, which can be used to understand data (semantic markups) on the Semantic Web [10] . They well support logical inference of semantic relations to obtain more exact semantic search results [11, 12] , and can be combined to improve keyword-based search [2] [3] [4] 13] . Recent Web 2.0 [14] introduces social semantic annotations (e.g. social bookmarks on Del.icio.us 3 ) assigned by common users to Web documents, which can be used to optimize search [15, 16, 5] .
As all kinds of these semantic knowledge can help to interpret the meanings of Web information, to incorporate more of them would logically improve keyword search in respect of semantic relevance. However, to the best of our knowledge, no current search paradigm achieves such expected integration of heterogeneous semantic knowledge.
This paper proposes an integrated search mechanism to explore four kinds of semantic knowledge for keyword-based Web search, including thesauruses, categories, ontologies (and semantic markups), and social annotations. A statistical based measurement of semantic relevance, defined as semantic probabilities, is introduced to integrate heterogeneous semantic knowledge. It is calculated with all textual information and heterogeneous semantic knowledge, and stored in a newly proposed index structure called semantic-keyword dual index. Based on this uniform measurement, the search mechanism is developed to incorporate heterogeneous semantic knowledge for crawling, meta search and query expansion. Experiments show that the proposed mechanism can effectively integrate heterogeneous semantic knowledge to enhance Web Search in terms of semantic relevance.
Our work is among to first to improve Web search with heterogeneous semantic knowledge of all four mainstream semantic models. Two kinds of most related works are ontology and semantic markup based semantic search [2] [3] [4] and social annotation based search [15, 16, 5] .
Mayfield et al. [2] propose to tightly integrate semantic inference and text retrieval, which is followed by works as [3] and [4] besides ours. [2] accepts keyword and semantic web queries separately, integrating only in retrieved results and through feedback mechanisms. Zhang et al. [3] use fuzzy description logic (DL) to integrate inference and retrieval, and thus accepts mainly formal DL queries. Tran et al. [4] present an ontology based approach to translate keyword queries to semantic web queries. Wu et al. [15] enlighten our statistical semantic relationship measurement, yet their work mainly focuses on social relationships of users. Dmitriev et al. [16] explore semantic relationships for enterprise search in which annotations are used as feedbacks. Bao et al. [5] improve Web search with social annotations and social page ranks. Our approach is designed for the open Web with different kinds of semantic knowledge. Statistical computing is adopted to integrate heterogeneous semantic knowledge throughout the whole process of crawling, indexing, query expansion and relevance ranking for Web search.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed semantic search mechanism, including overall framework, integration approach and search paradigm. Section 3 presents the experimental data and results and Section 4 concludes the paper. Based on semantic knowledge, related documents are crawled from the Web and parsed for the document corpus. The crawler and the parser can also use such domain knowledge for topical crawling (Section 2.3.1). The parsed document base includes not only keywords and links, but also semantic annotations (e.g. semantic markups, social annotations). When a new query is issued or relevance feedbacks are given, they are parsed and expanded with both keywords and heterogeneous semantic knowledge in the knowledge base (Section 2.3.2). Search (or metasearch) results are ranked and aggregated based on the semantic knowledge base and presented for the user (Section 2.3.3 & 2.3.4). For those URLs which are relevant to the query, yet not included in the crawling list, crawl them to update the document corpus, semantic knowledge base and index base.
SEMANTIC SEARCH MECHANISM

Overview
Integration of heterogeneous semantic knowledge
Definition: semantic probabilities
Heterogeneous semantic knowledge are integrated with a uniform measure of semantic probabilities. Since not all semantic models involved are easily formalized (e.g. social annotations), we propose to adopt statistical computing in completion, and recast the definitions of traditional probabilities to represent both keyword based textual information and heterogeneous semantic knowledge.
Each 
Computation model
In order to compute the above defined semantic probabilities, traditional TF-IDF computation model is extended to cover both terms and semantic units, represented with formulae (1)-(4).
where is the document frequency of term in the semantic space , is the term frequency of in a semantic annotation
is the document frequency of semantic unit in , is the term frequency of in
sa . avTl is the average length of the list of terms, avSl is the average length of the list of semantic units, and are used to balance the length. The semantic occurrence probability of each term (or semantic unit) is calculated as the arithmetic average of the TF-IDF of the term (or semantic unit) in each semantic annotation in the semantic space. The semantic cooccurrence probability of a term and a semantic unit is calculated as the arithmetic average of the product of TF-IDF of the term and that of the semantic unit in each semantic annotation in the semantic space. The semantic conditional probability is calculated with semantic occurrence and cooccurrence probability according to its definition.
Storage: semantic-keyword dual index
To effectively retrieve the semantic relevance between all terms and semantic units, semantic-keyword dual index structure is proposed which consist of a pair of interrelated indexes: a term-semantic inverted index and a semantic-term inverted index (shown in Fig. 2) . is the semantic occurrence probabilities of Term. SemanticNum stores the length of SemanticID links, indicating the total number of related semantic units.
is the semantic conditional probability of the term Term given the semantic unit Semantic. Similar structure holds for semantic-term inverted index. The two interrelated inverted indexes compose the semantickeyword dual index of statistical semantic relevance knowledge.
Search with heterogeneous semantic knowledge
Semantic knowledge based crawling
At the beginning of crawling, domain specific semantic knowledge are specified, which are used for meta-search to find seed URLs for both textual documents and semantic information.
A piece of crawled Web document (e.g. an XML document or an HTML webpage) along with its related semantic information (e.g. ontology based semantic markups or semantic annotations) is represented as a semantic annotation . The specified domain is represented as the whole semantic space . Then the semantic relevance of the crawled semantic annotation with the specified domain is represented as As formulae (5)- (6) shows, the similarity of the crawled with the specified domain (semantic annotation space SA ) is the geometric average of the similarities of with each semantic annotation in . The semantic similarity of with is the arithmetic average of the max conditional probability of all terms and semantic units in given all terms and semantic unites i ) falls above a minimum relevance threshold, then the document and semantic information is considered relevant to the specified domain, and will be parsed and indexed.
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Semantic query expansion
To semantically expand the queries based on statistical semantic similarities among both keywords ant semantic units, three steps of semantic computing, semantic inference and query expansion are involved.
In semantic computing, the semantic-keyword dual index is iteratively searched to find all possible keywords and semantic units of the user specified query (either in the form of traditional keyword query, semantic web query or combination of both). This process of iterative search adopts theories of spread activation [17] . It starts with the original query. For each keyword and semantic unit or, newly found keyword and semantic unit, find its related keywords and semantic units along with their relevance. Termination control is achieved with a decay factor (weighted less after each iteration) and a minimum threshold (terminate when semantic probability is below the threshold). Semantic inference uses ontologies in the semantic knowledge base to infer more semantically related semantic units. Weight of the inferred semantic unit is calculated as the product of the weight of inference and the weight of original semantic unit. Query expansion includes all computed and inferred keywords and semantic unites to expand the original query.
Semantic relevance ranking
Let be the set of all terms and be the set of all semantic units. A document and semantic information is represented as , where is the term frequency of all terms in D, and is the term frequency of all semantic units in
D.
The expanded query is represented as , where is the calculated weight of all terms, and is the calculated weight of all semantic units. which can be calculated as the arithmetic average of the semantic conditional probabilities of each keyword or semantic unit in given each keyword or semantic unit in (shown in formula (7)).
Meta search of heterogeneous search engines
The proposed semantic search mechanism also supports meta-search of current heterogeneous search engines. If a domain is specified for the search engine (so called topical search or vertical search engine), then meta-search can be employed to obtain better related seed URLs.
Top search results of each search engine are included (top 500 in this paper). To integrate meta-search results, joint relevance scores are computed according to formula (7) . Rank based merge does not fit for heterogeneous semantic search that adopt quite different ranking criteria respectively. The joint relevance ranking take into consideration possible semantic relevance among all keywords and semantic units, even if different result documents are found in different search engines. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Datasets
Preliminary Results
With heterogeneous semantic knowledge, queries are expanded with both keywords and semantic units. For the query "semantic web", the top 10 related keywords are web, semantic, rdf, ontology, xml, w3c, research, data, owl, and knowledge. The top 10 related semantic units are semantic, rdf, web, reference, category:topic, ontology, owl, rdfs:comment, web2.0, and srwc:isworkedonby.
For each domain of computer, sports and entertainment, we specify an ontology and a wordlist of related keywords. Then related documents are crawled, parsed and indexed. Breath first strategy is used by the crawler. Results in Table 1 show that the crawlers are effective in topical crawling. 62.36% To test the effectiveness of semantic relevance ranking, 3000 web pages are crawled and selected from the corresponding category in Yahoo for each topic to see whether our relevance ranking algorithm takes it as semantically relevant. Table 2 proves the correctness of our proposed algorithm. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes to improve Web search with both keyword-based textual information and heterogeneous semantic knowledge. A uniform statistical semantic measure along with its computation model and storage structure is proposed to represent semantic relevance of all keywords and heterogeneous semantic models. Based on this uniform measure, the proposed mechanism well supports semantic knowledge based crawling, query expansion, relevance ranking and meta search. Experimental results prove the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism.
In the future, we will focus on evaluation and optimization of semantic crawling, relevance ranking and heterogeneous result aggregation algorithms. Moreover, we will improve the system for public use.
